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S’I’RUCI’URE AND DYNAMIC STEREOCHEMISTRY OF A FIVE- 
COORUIIYATE SPIROARSORANE 

Summary 

The geometry about i~rwl\lc 111 2,2,3,3,7,7,H,8-o(*tatll~thyl-5-pheny,9- 
tetraoka-5.arsasptrol4,l ]nonanr has bt>+xt-t detcrmtnthd by N-ray diffraction as 
dtstortcd square pyramidal. leadtng to a rcstsed mterprrtation of the NhIR spectra 
of thts compound. 

A number of ftvt. coordtnate splroarsomncs have been found by proton NMR 
studtcs to dtsplay strreochemir*al non-rigldtty 11. 21. This phenomenon has been 
analysed by us [ 1 ] and by others [ 21, with somewhat dtffering conclustons, by 
constdcratlon of tntcrconv<arsions of trlF;onal btpyramtdnl structures, stnce this 
geotnt~try has bcrn assumchd to be the norm for five coordinate arsentc systems [ 31, 
Thea prtxtlcnt gromctry of ftvr roordtnntr compounds of the matn group, Croup V 
ekments 15 trtgonal btpyramtdal, but there arc now a number of five coordtnate 
phosphorus structurca known tn which the geometry ts either irregular [ 4 1 or 
c*ltw to squanb pyramidal 15, S\. 

\\ (a hnw 11o\v c~;lrr~c~d out a crystal htructurt determtnatton and ’ ‘C NllIR oh- 

wn’atwns on a sptroarsorane. 2,2,3,3,7,7,H,ti-octamcth~l-5-phrnyl-1,.1.6,9- 
tetraosa-5-arsaspiro[ 4-11 nonane (1) 17 1, and have found that the trtgonal bt- 
pyramidal structure assumed in earlier dtscussions [ 1, 21 is not, in fact, observed 
for thts compound in Ihe solid state. 

l Author to whom rum~pondrnre should be addressed 
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Crystal data compound I: AsC18H290j. mol. wt. 384.30, monoclinic, a = 
9.150, b = 12.699, c = 17.386 X, 3 103_73”, V 1962 A’, 2 = 4, Dd,_ 1.18 gcmW3, 
D oh l-2;_) g cme3, space group P21 /c as determined from extinctions. 

Data were collected csing MO-,(, radiation, graphite monochromatised, on an 
automated Syntex P2, diffractometer. The structures were solved by the heavy- 
atom method_ The R value is, at the present state of refinement., O-107 (2432 
reflections) for I, using anisotropic temperature factors for all non-hydrogen 
atoms. The hydrogen atoms have not yet been completely located_ 

The molecular geometry of I is displayed in Fig. 1. Bond angles about arsenic 
are given in Table 1. Bond iengths for the As0 and AsC bonds fall within 
normaI ranges. -4s the data and Fig. 1 suggest, the geometry about arsenic is 
neither of the ideal&d geometries often assumed for five-coordination. The 
geometry lies between square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal. The furthest 
deviation of an oxygen atom from the least squares plane of the four oxygen 
atoms is less than 0.25 A. Furthermore, angles between the ligand carbon and 
the four oxygen atoms range from 94 to 118”_ These angles bracket the value of 
104” calculated for an idealised electrostatic -model of square pyramidal five- 
coordination f8]_ In angular terms the geometry of this spiroarsorane is quite 
close to that of a square pyramidal spirophosphorane recently described [ 51. 

We have also carried out a low temperature 13C NMR study of compound (I). 
The 13C NhIR results are (chemical shifts, 6, in ppm, downfield from internal 
tetramethylsilane; CSI solution): two peaks for CH, groups (at 24.40 and 24.99 
at 309 Ii); one peak for CO (at 76.58 at 309K); C,HS multiplet (from 127-133; 
at 309K); all peak multiplicities were invariant from 309 down to 173 K. 

Fig. 1. Geometr$ about ameoic in compound I. 
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BOND ANtILES’ ABOUT ARSENlC to) 1N COMPOUND I -. __ . _._ __ --“. ” .,.^. --- .-___ ____ ._ 
O(l)-AU-O(~) 87.4 O(2)-AI-C lW.4 
0(3)-A~-D(4) 88.3 0(3b--As-C 96.7 
D(l)_ArO(l) 87.3 O(4)--\.rc 118.0 
O(ZbArO(3) 87.5 O(l)_Ar0(3) 169.8 
O( 1 )--As-C 94.6 0(2b-A&-O(4) 124.6 

%tImeted rtandud devietmn for all eu@cs ia fO-3<. 

The mterpretation of these NhlR measurements must now be based not, as 
earlier dtscussions were [ 1, 21, on idealised trigonal bipyramidal structures, but 
on the more distorted structure shown by the crystal structure determination. 
The low temperature result, with only one ’ ‘C peak for the ring CO carbons, but 
with two for the methyl groups attached to the ring, encourages an interpretation 
in terms of a rapidly flexing but, on a time-average, essentially square pyramidal 
structure about arsenic with the phenyl ligand at the apex of the pyramid and 
with the four oxygen atoms at the base. It seems reasonable to suggest that the 
high temperature averaging in proton NMR of the two methyl signals described 
previously [ 21 may represent the transformation of the lower energy square 
pyramIdal form to a htgher energy trigonal bipyramidal form which can undergo 
pseudorotation (Berry hgand interchange) to time-average the methyl group 
environments. The reported activation energy [ 21 for this process presumably in- 
cludes both the activation energy for rearrangement to trigonal btpyramid and 
that for ligand Interchange. 
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